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The way firms operate is undergoing major digital 
transformation, with the cloud at its heart. Now, practice  
and case management systems and other critical legal 
applications are being offered as cloud solutions to streamline 
operations, increase efficiency, and safeguard critical data.

Many firms are moving to cloud software to gain the benefits 
of increased flexibility, efficiency, and security, but choosing  
a system that’s right for your firm can be difficult. Here are 
nine reasons why you should consider moving your operations 
to a Cloud-based solution like OneAdvanced Legal to run your 
legal practice.

Cloud transformation



Imagine having your entire business operation accessible 
from a single platform, no matter where you are.  
That’s the power of a cloud software portfolio.  
With information and tools housed in the cloud, your team 
can access critical data and applications from any location. 
This means you can work from the office, from home, or on 
the go, extending your reach beyond physical boundaries.

With OneAdvanced Legal, the potential goes much further 
than this. Not only can you access casework from any 
location, everything you need to progress your daily work 
is available instantly, as one unified solution. This always-
on approach gives authorised users full 24/7 access at any 
time, from any location, and on any device.

The single, integrated environment of OneAdvanced  
Legal streamlines your operations, promoting efficiency  
and collaboration among team members. With a unified 
hub for all your case management needs, you’ll experience 
enhanced productivity and a cohesive approach to 
delivering exceptional legal services.
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1.  A single platform,  
available from anywhere
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The flexibility of OneAdvanced Legal also revolutionises service 
delivery. As clients look for more ways to engage with their 
lawyers, especially through digital means, a cloud-based system 
allows firms to offer secure real-time communication and 
collaboration tools that feed into the solution so it’s all in one place 
for your fee-earners. This agility allows you to respond swiftly to 
client needs, fostering a customer-centric approach that sets your 
business apart.

With this, service delivery becomes agile and responsive. You can 
access client data, case files, and communications easily from 
any location, empowering you to provide timely and high-quality 
services. Swift responses to client needs become second nature, 
elevating client satisfaction and building trust. The ability to adapt 
on the go ensures your practice remains at the forefront of client-
centric legal service delivery.

2. Simplified service delivery

With a cloud-based system, the concept of the ‘workplace’ is 
completely redefined. The traditional office transforms into  
a dynamic, digital office that enables greater efficiency  
and productivity. It offers the freedom to work in a way that suits 
individual needs and preferences, fostering a more satisfied, 
engaged, and productive workforce. The new workplace is not 
confined by walls or business hours; it’s a flexible environment 
that adapts to the changing demands of modern business.  
Barrier-free accessibility supporting secure, flexible work  
and collaboration to ensure on-going productivity and wellbeing.

Embrace the freedom to work from anywhere without 
compromising productivity. OneAdvanced Legal liberates you 
from the confines of traditional office setups, enabling your team 
to thrive in a virtual, connected environment that is simple to 
manoeuvre, as everything is accessible from one flexible portfolio, 
flexible platform.

3. A new workplace
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4. Transparent pricing

Say goodbye to set-up, update, and one-off costs! 
One of the major advantages of OneAdvanced 
Legal is it’s transparent, manageable software as  
a service (SaaS) price model. You pay a predictable 
per-user, per-month charge, with no hidden extras. 
It’s that simple!

With this model, you pay for what you use, 
allowing for predictable budgeting without  
any hidden costs.  
 

This approach ensures you can plan effectively, 
making the most of your investment. 

OneAdvanced Legal provides affordable, 
transparent pricing, allowing your firm to be truly 
competitive, utilising industry leading software no 
matter your firm size. With regular updates, ongoing 
support and user training all included in the cost.

Included

66%

Implementation, training, 
support and updates are 
included with every subscription

Annual saving compared 
with desktop PCMS software 
based on 5 users



With OneAdvanced Legal, the era of costly and time-consuming 
manual updates is over. The system handles updates 
automatically, ensuring you always have access to the latest 
features and security measures without additional charge.  
This not only saves money but also frees up valuable time  
for your team to focus on core business activities.

Automated updates also ensure the latest security patches  
are available to your users as soon as they are released.  
This lessens the security burden on your firm, and eliminates the 
risks associated with reliance on outdated software. Your firm will 
be protected by the very latest in modern cybersecurity and data 
protection technologies. 
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5. Automatic updates



OneAdvanced Legal has practice and case management at 
its heart, but also includes access to our comprehensive legal 
forms library, digital tax submissions, the ability to register 
Wills directly using The National Will Register, and more. 

Efficiency within one solution is a core benefit of a cloud-based 
legal practice portfolio. With the streamlined integration of 
document production, document management, time recording 
tools, and much more, you not only save time but also enhance 
accuracy and reduce the likelihood of errors. 

By integrating forms and process applications into one 
portfolio, a reliance on multiple software subscriptions is 
eased. Moreover, these integrations facilitate smoother 
workflows, reducing the time spent on administrative tasks 
and boosting overall productivity and profitability. 
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6. Robust integration



Cloud-based solutions with Advanced adhere to rigorous global 
security standards. These recognised protocols ensure that your 
sensitive data is protected from unauthorised access and cyber-
attacks. By choosing a OneAdvanced Legal, you’re entrusting  
your business operations to a system that prioritises safety  
and operates within stringent security guidelines.

Advanced works with best-in-class and trusted Cloud system 
suppliers such as Microsoft Azure and Amazon Web Services. 
You’ll have the peace of mind that comes with knowing your firm, 
and your data is shielded by a fortified digital fortress, ensuring 
compliance and protection. Our commitment to excellence in 
security will provide you with the confidence that your practice  
is operating within a secure and resilient environment.
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7. Security with partners you trust



Traditional systems often require manual updates to keep 
security measures current. In contrast, OneAdvanced Legal takes 
a proactive stance on security, providing continuous automatic 
updates. This means your system is always equipped with the 
latest defence mechanisms to guard against emerging threats. 

Security is not a one-time endeavour; it’s an ongoing commitment. 
OneAdvanced Legal adopts a proactive stance designed to thwart 
emerging threats. Stay ahead of potential risks with a system that 
evolves alongside the ever-changing security landscape, keeping 
your practice shielded from vulnerabilities in real-time.
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8. Proactive protection against threats

Disaster recovery is hard-wired into the design of OneAdvanced 
Legal. In the unfortunate event of a system failure or data loss, 
the platform can swiftly restore your information, minimising 
downtime and ensuring business continuity. This feature is not 
just about protecting your data; it’s about safeguarding your  
firm’s reputation and operational viability.

All information is automatically backed up in the cloud and is 
quickly retrievable to ensure minimal downtime in any event. 
Prepare for the unexpected with built-in disaster recovery 
capabilities. In the face of unforeseen events, whether natural 
disasters or system failures, our platform ensures the swift 
restoration of your data and operations. Your practice remains 
resilient and protected, allowing you to focus on what truly 
matters – serving your clients with unwavering dedication  
and confidence.

9. Built-in disaster recovery
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The future of legal practice
OneAdvanced Legal is a groundbreaking and cost-effective legal product portfolio  
that supercharges productivity. It offers practice and case management, accounts,  
legal forms, wills management, digital tax submissions, and so much more.

We’ve created a solution that’s tailored to the needs and challenges of firms in the UK  
and Ireland. In choosing OneAdvanced Legal, your firm will benefit from more than 45 years’ 
of legal product development experience with a trusted provider currently powering over 
30,000 legal professionals with software automation.

Discover OneAdvanced Legal
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